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An alternative description which allows
forthe
effects of intermolecularinteractions in inhibiting alignment
would be
that of collective
phonon-like
modes,
which take up energy from the field and
hence affect the optical response.
While i t is clear that the filament lifetime is tooshortto
allow macroscopic
motions within the liquid to importantly
reduce stresses, theremaybesufficient
time for an individual
molecule to move
perpendicularly toits axis of alignment
a smallamountandthus
relievethese
stresses. The completeness of such relief
is not clear and undoubtedly depends on
det,ails of theindividual molecular surroundings. The study of transverse acoustic waves in liquids4 and molecular librations5 indicatesrelaxationtimesinthe
range 10-10-10-12 s for such motions. Consequently, a substantialfraction
of the
stress produced by
sudden
molecular
alignmentmustremainduringthe
lifetime of a filamentandthus
affect its
behavior.
4 G. I. A. Stegernan and B. P. Stoicheff Phys.
RW. Lett. vol. 21 p. 212 1968. B. S. Starunov
E. V. T i k n o v , ?n’d 1. L. ’Fabelikkii, Pis’nza Zh:
Eksp. Theor. Fzz. vol. 5 p. 318 1967 (transl-

in JETP Lett., vo?. 5 , p. ’260, 1965).
j R. Polloni
C. A. Sacchi and 0. Svelto, Phys.
Reo. Lett., v&, 2 3 , p. 690,’ 1969.
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TM Modes a t Optical Frequencies:GenerationandSelf-Focusing, D. Pohl, IBM Zurich
Research
Laboratory, Riischlikon,Switzerland.

i& light
The self-focusing of TE, and T
beams generated by an appropriately constructed ruby laser was investigated. Longitudinal fields and induced birefringence
in the focal zone cause characteristic differences in critical power.
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single-mode &-switched ruby laser. The
results are the following.
1) Theoretically, p i n g the simplest
lowest
o’rder
nonlinearityintheparabolicwave
equation,one finds thatthe
self-focusing of a TEMmGaussian beam
leads to a C G T filamentfor a disl;a.~~ce
of the order of the linear beam parameter,
provided 1) the power is within a narrow
range (-10 percent)just below the critical power, and 2) the beamisinit,iallg
convergent owto the entrance face of the
nonlinear medium.
2) Experimentally, under precisely these
conditions, we find that 1) no filament is
observed in the forward direction (at the
ccll exit window), and 2) stimulated scattering isseen in the backwarddirection,
either Brillouin orRaman depending on
the Kerr liquid used.
view
In view of our analysis andin
of experimental
and
theoretical
results
obtained here by Pohl,2 itappearsthat
our theoretical description
should
have
been adequate,exceptfortheneglect
of
stimulatedscattering.We
therefore conclude thatstimulatedscattering
is the
next nonlinearitytobe
included inthe
description of steady-state trapping.
Thesteady-statefilamentsshouldbe
distinguished from those usually obtained
undermultimodeor
mode-lockedexcitation of theusualXerr
liquids. In such
cases the filament duration is of the order
of theorientational relaxation time,and
a dynamical description is required. The
stabilizing influence of theorientational
relaxation
time
can be
extremely
important, asshown by Shimizu.3
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The possibility of self-trapping an optical
beamin a nonlinear index medium was
noted soon afterthe
discovery of the
laser. The lens-like effect of these media,
leading to
the
self-focusing of beams,
was also recognized veryearly.Butin
spite of continued activity i n these fields,
the question of whether the self-focusing
of opticalbeams
can lead tothe
selftrappedsolution of Chiao et al. (CGT)1
hasnever
becn
answered
satisfactorily.
We analyzed theoreticallythe conditions
under which a steady-state filament could
be formedby self-focusing. We also attemptedto
observethese
filaments experimentally using a well-controlled stable

Spectralbroadening of light in asmallscale filament has long been used as evidence for self-trapping.However,
recent
theoretical and experimental results have
shown conclusively tha.t a t least for nanosecond pulse excitation, the observed filamentsaretheresult
of moving foci. In
particular, we have shown2 that because
of theappreciable
An inducedbythe
moving focus, the self-focused lighttraversing themedium canacquireaphase
modulation which leads to the broadened
spectrum. Broadening of the order of 100
cm-1 can be obtained if a 1-ns input pulse
with peak power of a few tenths of 1 kW
isused i n CS, of a few tenths of 1 em
long. I n order to verify the theory quanI T h i s work.was supported by the U. S. Atomic

R. Chiao, E. Garmire,and C. Townes, Phys.
Rev. Lett., vol. 13, p. 479, 1964.

Energy Commlsslon.
2Y.R. Shen and M. M.
vol. A3, p. 2099, 1971.

T. Loy, Phys. Rev.,

titatively, we have performed experiments
with a single-mode 1.2-ns ruby laser pulse,
which consistently yields a single filament
in self-focusing. Such a laserpulse
was
obtained by switching out a single pulse
i n a train of weakly mode-locked pulses.
Thebeamdiameter
was about 300 em,
andthemaximumpeak
power of the
pulse was about 40-70 kW.
We have measured the spectral broadening of light from the filament as a function of the peak power and the cell length
i n CS, and
toluene.
According tothe
theory,z broadening on the Stokes
side is
given
by
Acornax = (w/c)(l/c’ - l/v)
E , where c’ isthelightvelocity
v isthe velocity of the
inthemedium,
movingfocus at the end of the cell, and
(4n4:,,,)~ is the maximum effective fieldof
inducedrefractive
index at theend
the cell. Knowingthe
characteristics of
the input pulse, we cancalculate o for a
given cell length,
and
hence Amma, if
(An*,,,) z is also known. We can then
comparethe
calculated Awmnr withthe
measured data. In our case, we choose for
each cell length a value of (An*mar)z which
gives the best fit to the experimental data.
This value varies between 0.8 X 10-3 and
1.6 X 10-3 for CS2 and between 2.5 x
l O - 4 and 4 X l o 4 for toluene
and
is
smaller for longer cell lengths as expected.
The calculated 4 w m a r versus peak power
of theinput pulse appearstobe
in fair
agreementwiththeexperimental
curves
forseveral cell lengthsinboth
CS2 and
toluene. Both theory and experiment show
thatthebroadening
increases withthe
cell lengthandthepeak
power inthe
range of our investigation. The good
agreement between theory and experiment
in this case is another strong support for
the moving focus model.

Self-FocusingThreshold
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Thereis now substantial evidence to indicatethatthelongdamage
filaments
createdby laser beams passing through
solid materialsaredueto
self-focusing.
I ann
effort to increase the damage
threshold of such materials we considered theproblem
of self-focusing of
Gaussian-elliptic beams of the form
r

where the Gaussian parameters w and R
describing the
beam
evolution
in
the
x-z and y-z planesare, in general, not
equalto each other.Thisleadsto
equiintensity contours which are ellipses with
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planes normal to the z axis.
We show theoreticallythatthe
selffocusingthreshold power PC, defined as
thebeam power a t which thenonlinear
focusing gives rise toan
increasingintensity on the axis, is a strongfunction
of the beam initiall aspect ratio v/u. For
a circular beam (v = u ) our
result
reduces to the well-known result

In the limit u >> u, P , = Po, (w/u)SO
that large increases ( N W / U ) in the threshold power are indicated.
These theoret,ical predictionsare verified by a series of experimentsin which
the damage threshold i n sapphire is measured as a function of the ellipticity of the
input ruby laser beam. We find that for
v = u damage power is typically -1 MW,
7 it rises to 4.5 MW.
while for v/u
For v/u = 85 no self-focusing is observed
up to the maximum available beam power
of 17 MW.
of thebeamunder
a
Theevolution
variety of input and power conditions is
described using numericaltechniques.
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Research
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We report the observation of self-defocusing of light due to a resonant electronic
nonlinearity. The narrow-line (Bv < 0.005
em-1) output of a laser-pumped dye laser
was strongly self-defocused by passing
through a 100-cm rubidiumvapor cell in
a magnetic field of 4 kG. The 15-11s pulse
of the dye laser had a maximum intensity
of 25 kW/cm2 at theinput window of
the vapor cell. The frequency v of the dye
laser was on the low-frequency side of the
2Pl,a resonance
line
(7948
Zeemansplit
A) of rubidiumwith ( m - v ) / C = 0.6
cm-1 for the u- coponent of the line, where
yo was the transition frequency, and ( V U
v ) / c = 1.1 em-1 forthe o+ component.
Theconditionsunder which self-defocusing occurred agree with theory. The constitutive relationship between the applied
field and the inducedpolarization is known
precisely for
the
rubidium
vapor.
For
modestintensitiesthe
expression forthe
dielectric constant E of the vapor may be
approximated by E z EO
aE2, where E
is the electric field strength. For some of
EZ = -3.7
X
theresultsreportedhere
10-8 ESU, which is quite large for a fast
response system.For
comparison EZ =
4.2 X 10-11 ESU for CSz themost nonlinearKerrliquid.The
response time of
the resonant nonlinearity causing the selfdefocusing was roughly
equal
to
the
period of the frequency difference, and
for ( y o - V ) / C= 0.6 em-1 the response
time was approximately 55 ps. There was
no evidence of absorption of light by the
vapor. An upper limit for the absorption
of t,he
coefficient OL fortheconditions
experiment
is
given by
the
low-level

-

+

steady-state result 01 = 1.7 x 10-4 cm-l.
For eachpulse
of thedyelaserthe
beam(near
field) was photographed at
theexit window of therubidiumvapor
cell;the
far-field was photographedby
directing
part
of the
emergent
beam
through a +203-cm lenswiththe
film
plane a t t h e focaldistance. An excem of
rubidium was distilled into
the
Pyrex
glass cell, which was then sealed under
vacuum. Increasing the cell temperature
increased thenumberdensity
N(N = 7
X 1012 at 1lO'C) of rubidium atoms and
consequently increased eZ. A 1-nm aperture was centered on the dye laser beam
approximately 12 em from the input
window of thevapor cell. Data were taken
as a function of cell temperatureand
direction of rotation (u+ or U-) of the
input circularlypolarizedlight.
The
strength
of the observed selfdefocusingincreased
smoothlywith
cell
temperature and input beam. intensity. As
expected, self-defocusing was much stronger
for U- light than for .o+light, because EZ ,( y o - v ) - 3 and e2 for U- light was approximately six times ES for ,u+light. At 110°C
and for U- light the magnitude of the selfdefocusingwasroughly
equivalent to an
f = -30-em lens; at 110°C for u+ light
the self-defocusing was roughly equivalent
an f = -100-em lens. These results are to
be compared withtheoreticalvalues
of
f = -25 em for u light and f = -60 em
for 6 light.Thetheoreticalvalues
of f
were calculated fromtherelationship
f
- - d / ( 2 \ 8 4 1 / 2 ) , where d was the diameter of theinputbeamand
BE was the
change in e caused bythebeam.Both
the near- and far-field photographs of the
Gbeam at 1lO'C showed ring structure.
Whetherthisstructurecanbe
explained
b y spherical aberration is unclear.
The conditions foradiabatic following
were satisfied forthisexperiment.The
term adiabatic following indicates that the
pseudomoment, associated withthenear
resonant
transition,
follows (remains
alignedalong) theadiabatically changing
effective field direction of the
applied
laser pulse. Foradiabatic fallowing and
circularly
polarized
light
propagating
alongthe
magnetic field, the dielectric
constant, of the rubidium vapor is

Here N e is the number density
of atoms
initially in the M J = & + Zeeman state of
the 5%1,2 level ( N e is one-half thetotal
atomic number density N ) ; E is the field
u light; p l z =
strength of the
input
6.16 x 10-18 ESU is the absolute value of
thematrixelemeht
of the electricdipole
moment for the UT transition between the
52X1,ZrMJ = j=% tf 52P1/z,M~ = T;
Zeeman states; v is thefrequency of the
incidentlight; v0 is thefrequency corresponding to the energy separation between
the 52P1/2,M~= =F% and 52&/z,MJ =
j=+ levels; E , = Ih(v - vo)/p121. When
E2 << E,Z, E can be expanded as E = EO -IE@,
where EO = 1 - 4 ~ N , P l ~ ~ / [ h ( vYO)]
and €2 = ~ T N , P I Z ~ / [ ~v0)l3.
(JJ
Experiment and theory will be discussed
and compared.
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Therehasbeen
extensive experimental
and theoretical work on the self-focusing
action of intense laser beams. Many questions (e.g., self-focusing length,threshold
power, and spatial and temporal development) have been solved. One of the most
important questions still open
is the origin
of the limiting diameters. We have strong
experimental and theoreticalevidence that
forgiantlaser
pluses, stimulatedRaman
scatteringlimitsthebeamdiameter.
Investigations of self-focusing were carried out using ruby laser giant pulses with
a peak power of 500 kW and a duration
of 20 ns. The light beam was collimated
by a telescope and traversed a liquid cell
with a length of I = 30 em. A microscope
produced a magnified image of the exit
window on a photographic plate.' The
beamdiameters were obtainedfrom microdensitometer traces of the photographic
plates. Wehaveobtainedthe
following
experimental results:
1) Thebeamdiameter
wasmeasured
as a function of laser power in transparent
and absorbing CSa (a2 = 0 to 2). First,
the beam diameter decreases with increasing laser power. If a definite laser power
isexceeded,
thediameterremains
constant.
The
corresponding value
is
the
limitingdiameter
d. It is importantto
note that whenever the limiting diameter
isreached,
stimulatedRamanscattering
(SRS) in the forward and backward direction occurs (followed by stimulated Brillouin scattering).
2) We measured the limiting diameters
d asa
function of absorption in liquid
CSz. Absorbing CS, was used because the
limitingdiameters
can be easily varied
over one order of magnitude in this substance.Fortransparent
CSt a value of
d = 4 p , for absorbing CSz (al = 1.5) a
value of d = 70 was found for the laser
2 the limitlight. In the region 0 < a2
ingdiameter increases continuouslywith
absorption. When the limiting diameter is
reached, SRS occurs with a diameter
of
somewhatsmallerthanthediameter
the laser light.
In order t o explain theexperimental
results, solutions of thewaveequation
We
were obtained using a computer.
solved the following
coupled
equations
for the laser field E L and the first. Stokes
line E s of SRSincludingthenonlinear
n, which leads to selfrefractiveindex
focusing action :

<

